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Our  STORY...
“Founders Steven Chavez and Justin English were fraternity brothers at the University of 

Colorado in Boulder. Following graduation, they each embarked on individual entrepreneurial  

pursuits only to reconnect a decade later for a collaboration that became SPARQ Home.  

With their common passion for serving the environment as their beacon, Steven and 

Justin  created a company that continues to challenge the boundaries of design and that 

is fueled by their parallel interest in re-animating the entertaining space. Since the start of 

their journey together, they’ve expanded SPARQ’s kitchen couture product line to include 

hundreds of unique items that are all design-centric and environmentally deliberate. They are 

both married and raising young children in beautiful Denver, Colorado.”
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BENEFITS of SOAPSTONE

soapstone marble/granite slate wood

nonporous y

ovenproof y y

stain resistant y

odor resistant y

bacteria resistant y

scratch resistant scratches but easy to repair y

needs to be treated y y y

maintains hot or cold y

Our  MISSION...
SPARQ Home was founded on a mission to preserve nature’s soapstone quarries across the globe. In most 

quarries, up to 80% of all soapstone mined is deemed waste or scrap material.  For businesses like kitchen 

construction, large and flawless slabs of soapstone are hard to come by.  When each cut of stone is evaluated 

and deemed as either useable or scrap, the scrap stone far outweighs the useful slabs. These blocks of scrap 

stone are then simply tossed to the side of the roads to and from the quarries, destroying the landscape 

aesthetically and environmentally. Like so many other unfortunate instances of humans exploiting nature, these 

soapstone quarries leave behind a butchered mess of broken blocks, torn down trees and muddy roads. After 

witnessing the waste, founders Chavez & English embarked on a journey to clean up the disastrous quarries 

worldwide and find a purpose for the discarded soapstone. Sparq Home was born in 2012 from their efforts, 

and the entire Sparq Home line is hand-crafted from this recycled soapstone. Located in Denver, Colorado, 

we’re working daily to turn waste into beautifully designed products - from our hearts to your home.
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BARWARE
REDEFINED.
Ditch the ice

SPARQ WHISKEY ROCKS (S/4 LARGE)
Product #58

$6.00

SPARQ WHISKEY ROCKS (S/12 SMALL)
Product #1

$10.00

WHISKEY ROCK DISPLAY (H/24)

WHISKEY ROCK DISPLAY (H/8)

SPARQ WHISKEY ROCKS (S/8 LARGE)
Product #3

$12.00

SPARQ WHISKEY ROCKS (S/12 LARGE)
Product #7

$17.50

SPARQ WHISKEY ROCKS (S/13 MIX)
Product #2

$12.00

A. SPARQ WHISKEY SPHERES (S/2)
Product #79

$7.50

SPARQ WHISKEY SPHERES (S/4)
Product #78

$11.25

B. SPARQ WHISKEY ROCKS (S/2)
Product #90

$7.50

SPARQ WHISKEY ROCKS (S/4)
Product #89

$11.25

C. SPARQ WHISKEY TRUNCATED CUBES  
(S/2)
Product #93

$7.50

SPARQ WHISKEY TRUNCATED CUBES (S/4)
Product #92

$11.25

WHISKEY ONE
The Original Soapstone Whiskey 
Rock keeps getting bigger and 
better.  These multi-shaped ice 
cube substitutes are designed to 
use only one per drink - so freeze, 
drop, drink & enjoy.

The Original Soapstone 
Whiskey Rocks
Made from recycled soapstone 
in Colorado, these innovative ice 
cube substitutes will chill your 
favorite spirit without diluting 
it. Simply freeze, drop, and 
drink. For the early birds, these 
multifunctional rocks can double 
as coffee and tea stones. Pop
one or two rocks into the 
microwave, drop them in your 
mug, and enjoy your heated
drink for twice as long.

Whiskey Rock Displays

A

B

C
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D. SPARQ WINE 
PEARLS
Product #8

$12.50

E. SPARQ WHISKEY
CUBES
Product #9

$12.50

WINE PEARLS
Wine lovers - here’s to never 
putting ice in your wine again. 
These chic pearls offer chilled 
temperatures and a touch of 
class to every glass. Pull one 
or two pearls from the freezer, 
add them to your favorite wine, 
martini or cocktail, and enjoy 
sipping in style.

WHISKEY CUBES
Need to chill? We can help. These whiskey cubes 
are the sleeker, stainless counterpart of our original 
soapstone rocks. Simply freeze and drop them 
into your favorite whiskey, wine or cocktail. These 
sophisticated cocktail cubes will chill your drink 
without diluting the taste. 

D

E

SOAPSTONE SHOT GLASS - TULIP (S/2)
Product #11

$7.50

A. SOAPSTONE SHOT GLASS - TULIP (S/4)
Product #10

$12.50

SOAPSTONE SHOT GLASS - STRAIGHT (S/2)
Product #61

$7.50

B. SOAPSTONE SHOT GLASS - STRAIGHT 
(S/4)
Product #59

$12.50

SOAPSTONE
SHOT GLASSES
Our organic Soapstone Tulip & 
Straight Shot Glasses keep liquor 
chilled in the same way our whiskey 
rocks do, but in reverse. While our 
whiskey rocks cool your drink from 
the inside out, our shot glasses 
cool from the outside in. Take the 
glasses from the freezer and enjoy 
your favorite shooter out of an icy 
shot glass. The glasses lower liquid 
temperature with no dilution or 
change in taste. 

A

B
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WINE PEARL 
DISPLAY (H/16)

WHISKEY CUBE 
DISPLAY (H/16)

WINE PEARL 
DISPLAY (H/8)

WHISKEY CUBE 
DISPLAY (H/8)

Wine Pearl & Whiskey
Cube Displays
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SOAPSTONE VODKA SHOOTERS
Serve your vodka in a way that will send a chill through your guests. These 2 ounce, hand-crafted vodka 
shooters make a statement – you know good vodka. Simply pull the shooters from the freezer, pour the vodka, 
and enjoy a chilled shot. Available in a set of 4 or 6 with the option to include a rustic wooden serving tray, 
making it easy & stylish to transport from kitchen to table.

VODKA SHOOTER (S/4)
Product #46

$12.50

VODKA SHOOTER (S/6)
Product #47

$17.50

VODKA SHOOTER SET W/ASH CADDY (S/4)
Product #42

$17.50

VODKA SHOOTER SET W/ASH CADDY (S/6)
Product #43

$22.50

A. TEQUILA SHOOTER (S/4)
Product #99

$25.00

B. SOAPSTONE SAKE SET
Product #44

$17.50

C. BEER FLIGHT
Product #114

$25.00

TEQUILA SHOOTERS
Happy hour isn’t from 4 – 6 PM anymore. Now you 
can entertain your guests at any hour with our rustic 
designed Tequila Shooter. Store the four soapstone 
shot glasses in the freezer and your tequila will stay 
brisk as you use the wooden carrier to transport your 
libations from bar to table. The conveniently removable 
wooden cutting board allows you to prepare the drink’s 
pairings – freshly sliced lime and salt.

SOAPSTONE SAKE SET
Sleek, simple, and beautifully hand-crafted, this Sake 
Set embraces the natural elegance of soapstone. 
The slightly rounded cups are designed for easy 
enjoyment, while the tall carafe adds stature to the 
table. The soapstone maintains the warmth of the 
sake so the Asian-inspired beverage can be enjoyed 
without losing heat.

BEER FLIGHT
Recreate the brewery experience at home by serving 
your beers in true pub style with our Soapstone Beer 
Flight. Four 6 ounce glasses will hold your favorite 
craft brews from Porters to IPA’s, allowing you to 
sip and note the aromas and tastes. The live edge 
100% reclaimed soapstone serving board makes for 
easy transportation and a rustic presentation. The 
perfect gift for any craft brew lover, bachelor party, 
housewarming gift or wedding gift for the couple who 
truly loves beer.

8
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WHISKEY LOVER’S SET (W/GLASS)
Product #135

$12.50

WHISKEY DECANTER SET
Product #100A

$25.00

WHISKEY
LOVER’S SET
For the one who prides 
themselves on their bourbon 
and whiskey knowledge, 
this glass was custom cut to 
be paired with our Whiskey 
Sphere, a soapstone accessory 
that keeps its icy temperature 
after removing it from the 
freezer. This glass and sphere 
set allows the whiskey 
connoisseur to swirl and aerate 
while keeping the beverage 
wintry and smooth.

WHISKEY DECANTER SET
As functional as it is beautiful, this set is sure to class 
up any gathering. The Soapstone Decanter can be 
stored in the freezer when you’d like to serve your 
whiskey chilled, or kept out to serve your whiskey at 
room temperature. Complete with two sipping glasses, 
enjoy your favorite spirit with your fellow whiskey 
connoisseurs. Decanter holds 12 oz and each glass 
holds 6 oz.

A. STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS CUBED 
(S/2)
Product #22

$25.00

STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS CUBED 
(S/4)
Product #23

$50.00

B. STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS CUBED 
CORELESS (S/2)
Product #95

$12.50

STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS CUBED 
CORELESS (S/4)
Product #94

$25.00

C. STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS SPHERE 
(S/2)
Product #24

$25.00

STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS SPHERE (S/4)
Product #25

$50.00

D. STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS SPHERE 
CORELESS (S/2)
Product #87

$12.50

STAINLESS STEEL SHOT GLASS SPHERE 
CORELESS (S/4)
Product #86

$25.00

STAINLESS SHOT GLASSES
The designer at Sparq took a more geometric approach with the Cubed and Sphere Stainless Shot Glass 
designs. These shot glasses go right in the freezer and are available with a freeze gel-filled core or without. Sip 
your favorite shooter with class.

A B C D
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B. SOAPSTONE WHISKEY SNIFTER
Product #54

$8.50

A. SOAPSTONE WHISKEY TUMBLER
Product #53

$7.50

C. RUSTIC MOSCOW MULE MUG
Product #103

$10.00

SOAPSTONE WHISKEY 
TUMBLER & SNIFTER
Our modern soapstone Tumbler 
& Snifter make a statement.  Keep 
them in the freezer and serve your 
favorite liquor or your best mixed 
drink. You can also heat them to 
keep a spiced cider or spiked hot 
chocolate warm in the chilly months.  

RUSTIC MOSCOW MULE MUG
The classic Moscow Mule Mugs have become a 
beloved must-have for any at-home bartender and 
craft cocktail maker. Our rustic designed copper mugs 
are lined with stainless steel and feature hammered 
detail. Designed in the 1940s, these cups have become 
a bar staple for the Moscow Mule cocktail which is 
simply a full cup of ice, lime juice, vodka, and ginger 
beer. These mugs are the barware of choice when 
serving the well-known Moscow Mule cocktail, made 
with vodka, ginger, beer and lime juice.

B
A

C

C. SOAPSTONE WINE
COASTER - RAKISH
Product #16

$22.50

A. SOAPSTONE WINE
COASTER - DRIFT
Product #17

$15.00

D. SOAPSTONE WINE
COASTER - SCOOP
Product #18

$10.00

B.  ALUMINUM SOAPSTONE WINE 
COASTER - SLANT
Product #40

$10.00

SOAPSTONE WINE COASTER
Our wine Coasters are handmade from 100% soapstone. They 
are stain proof, heat proof, and fade proof while also protecting 
against scratches and preventing wine stains. The coaster will 
add a modern touch to any room decor and are available in four 
designs - Rakish, Scoop, Slant & Drift.

SLATE WINE
NOTES:
Give the gift of wine. Our 
Slate Wine Notes come in 
shapes for every occasion, 
complete with soapstone 
chalk for adding your 
own personalized 
message. Sold individually 
($2.50) and in sets of 2 
($5.00), 3 ($7.50) and 4 
($10.00). For a full list of 
wine note shapes, visit 
www.sparqhome.com/
slateshapes.

A B C D
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SLATE SPIRIT TAGS
Product #132

$10.00

SLATE CORK TOPPERS
These multi-functional Slate Cork Toppers keep your wine sealed and fresh while also 
allowing you to identify the wine inside, the date you opened the bottle, or simply as a 
decorative piece that helps you preserve your wine’s flavors. For a full list of wine note 
shapes, visit  www.sparqhome.com/slateshapes. $5 each

A. SOAPSTONE FLAT BREAD 
PIzzA STONE (12X16)
Product #12

$32.00

SOAPSTONE PIzzA STONE (10”)
Product #13

$15.00

SOAPSTONE PIzzA STONE (10”)
w/ MARBLE TRIVET
Product #32

$30.00

SOAPSTONE PIzzA STONE (12”)
w/ MARBLE TRIVET
Product #33

$36.00

SOAPSTONE PIzzA STONE (16”)
w/ MARBLE TRIVET
Product #34

$40.00

SOAPSTONE PIzzA STONE (12”)
Product #14

$17.50

SOAPSTONE PIzzA STONE (16”)
Product #15

$22.50

ORIGINAL SOAPSTONE PIzzA STONE
Our Soapstone Pizza Stones are perfect for all occasions. Use our 10” stone to make personal pizzas, nachos on 
the grill, or quesadillas. The 12” stone is perfect for family pizza night, allowing everyone to choose their own 
toppings. The 16” and Flat Bread stones are great for entertainers to host pizza nights. These stones are stain-
proof, naturally non-stick, and can be used on the grill or in the oven to prepare that perfectly crisp, never burnt 
pizza you’ve been craving. All of our round stones are also available with a marble trivet, making these serving 
pieces oven-to-table.

SLATE SPIRIT TAGS
Celebrate any occasion with our set of four Slate Spirit Tags, perfect for gifting a bottle of whiskey as a thank you, for 
the holidays or even just because. Includes soapstone chalk that wipes clean to reuse time and time again.

KITCHENWARE.
Handcrafted, oven to table

A
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SOAPSTONE GRILL PRESS - 
BACON
Product #102A

$15.00

SOAPSTONE GRIDDLE
Product #004

$57.00

SOAPSTONE GRILL PRESS - 
BURGER
Product #102B

$15.00

SOAPSTONE GRILL PRESS - 
TORTILLA
Product #102C

$15.00

ORIGINAL SOAPSTONE GRIDDLE
This Soapstone Griddle is a must-have for any avid foodie. With a natural, non-stick 
surface, the griddle absorbs and distributes heat evenly for amazingly prepared 
food. Grilling with the griddle minimizes your chances of burning food and also 
reduces the intake of cancer-causing carcinogens food often absorbs when grilled 
directly over the open flame. The griddle comes with a smooth side that is best for 
cooking pizza or veggies and a grooved side for grilling meats, fish and chicken. 
chicken. 

SOAPSTONE GRILL PRESS
Our Soapstone Grill Presses are the perfect addition to your grilling tools. Achieve uniformed searing as well as 
pressing out unwanted fat. Soapstone’s amazing heat retaining qualities allow you to heat up the press right on 
the stovetop for speedier cooking. Available for Bacon, Burger and Tortilla. We suggest using this item with an 
oven mitt and hand washing after each use with warm soapy water.

A. SOAPSTONE MORTAR AND PESTLE - 
SPHERE
Product #20

$25.00

SOAPSTONE MORTAR AND PESTLE - TUBE
Product #21

$22.50

B. SOAPSTONE MORTAR AND PESTLE - 
MEDIUM
Product #20B

$15.00

SOAPSTONE MORTAR & PESTLE
Use these Soapstone Mortar and Pestle to grind 
spices and herbs, or harness soapstone’s temperature 
retaining qualities to keep dips warm or chilled. Pull 
the mortar from the fridge and use it to serve salsa or 
guacamole that will stay chilled long after it hits the 
table. It can also function as a ramekin, allowing you to 
bake and serve oven-to-table. Available in a medium 
size, Sphere or Tube design.

A

B
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B. SOAPSTONE SPOON REST -
DROP
Product #116A

$6.50

A. SOAPSTONE SPOON REST -
RAMEKIN
Product #116B

$6.50

B

SOAPSTONE SPOON REST
Keep your counter tops and stove tops organized and mess-free with our Soapsone Spoon Rest. Available in two 
different styles, these spoon rests can withstand high temperatures and are dishwasher safe.

A

A. OVEN-TO-TABLE 
ENTERTAINMENT PLATTER 
(16x8)
Product #5

$17.50

B. OVEN-TO-TABLE 
ENTERTAINMENT PLATTER W/
CARRIER (16x8)
Product #45

$32.50

OVEN-TO-TABLE
ENTERTAINMENT PLATTER
Handmade from 100% soapstone with unique veining patterns, this Oven-to-Table Entertainment Platter is the 
perfect serving piece for every occasion. The tray can be heated or chilled to maintain your food’s optimal 
temperature. Use it to keep cookies, bread, or brie warm throughout the meal; or, chill it to serve sushi, chocolate, 
cheese or fruit. This beautiful serving piece can include a rustic wooden serving tray for easier transport 
from oven to table. From its innovative design to its multi-functionality - this is one of Sparq’s top-sellers.

TABLETOP.
Rustic, modern, organix

A

SOAPSTONE & WOOD ICE CREAM BOWL
Product #117b

$20.00

SOAPSTONE & WOOD 
ICE CREAM BOWL
Making ice cream isn’t just for kids anymore. Enjoy making 
ice cream, soft serve, gelato, sorbet and sherbet easily in our 
Soapstone Ice Cream Maker. Simply freeze the bowl for 24 hours 
before use, then mix together your choice of ice cream recipe 
ingredients in the bowl. Cover and chill in the refrigerator for 30 
minutes. (This will create a soft serve-like consistancy.) For thicker 
ice cream, take covered bowl out and stir rapidly, freezing again for 
20 minutes. Add your favorite toppings and enjoy. For a classic but 
tasty flavor, whip up this easy recipe for a Friday night treat! 2 cups 
heavy cream, 2 cups whole milk, 3/4 cup sugar, 2 teaspoons vanilla 
and a pinch of salt.

B
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D. SOAPSTONE TINY BOWL
- TRADITIONAL
Product #35

$6.00

A. SOAPSTONE RAMEKIN
Product #37

$7.50

C. SOAPSTONE TINY BOWL
- ASIAN INSPIRED
Product #36

$7.50

B. SOAPSTONE TINY BOWL
- SLANT
Product #38

$7.50

E. SOAPSTONE TINY BOWL
- SAUCER
Product #39

$3.50

SOAPSTONE TINY BOWL SERIES
Little things make big things happen. Our Tiny Bowl Series is a collection of handmade soapstone bowls that 
are designed to do just that. Whether you’re using them to hold spices or while preparing dinner, baking creme 
brulee or simply as a place to throw the loose change in your pocket, the functionality of this collection will no 
doubt help you organize your daily routine.

COASTER SETS
Our Coaster Sets give an organic feel to your decor while preventing scratches and water marks. These 
handmade coasters are stain-proof, fade-proof, and heat-proof. Our Square Slate Coaster Set is available in a set 
of 4; our Soapstone Coaster Set is also available in a set of 4 and can come with or without the aluminum tower.

A B C D E

A. SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD -
CIRCLE PADDLE
Product #74B

$20.00

B. SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD - 
MODERN PADDLE
Product #74C

$20.00

C. SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD - 
HALF CIRCLE PADDLE
Product #74D

$20.00

D. SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD - 
TRADITIONAL WIDE PADDLE
Product #74E

$20.00

SOAPSTONE
SERVING BOARDS
Serve your appetizers and small 
plates with style at your next 
dinner party with our Soapstone 
Serving Boards. Handcrafed in 
Denver, these non-porous paddles 
are cut in a variety of modern 
shapes, giving an elegant design 
to a traditional piece. Two of our 
designs are available with an 
acacia wood bowl, which is perfect 
for pairing dips and sauces with 
your artisan breads and crackers. 
Freeze or heat the paddle before 
use to maintain the temperature of 
whatever you’ll be serving.

A

B

D

C

F. SOAPSTONE COASTER TOWER
W/ALUMINUM HOLDER
Product #6

$17.00

H. SQUARE SLATE COASTER
Product #56

$11.25

G. SOAPSTONE COASTER SET
Product #57

$11.25

F G H
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SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD -
ORGANIC PADDLE
Product #74G

$20.00

A. SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD -
BREAD W/WOOD BOWL
Product #75A

$30.00

B. SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD -
ORGANIC PADDLE W/WOOD BOWL
Product #75B

$30.00

SOAPSTONE SERVING BOARD -
BREAD
Product #74F

$20.00

SOAPSTONE SERVING SLAB
(LIVE EDGE - SMALL)
Product #70

$17.50

SOAPSTONE SERVING SLAB
(LIVE EDGE - MEDIUM)
Product #71

$20.00

SOAPSTONE SERVING SLAB
(LIVE EDGE - LARGE)
Product #72

$25.00

SOAPSTONE SERVING SLAB
(LIVE EDGE - XLARGE)
Product #73

$30.00

SOAPSTONE SERVING SLAB WITH LIVE EDGE
These beautiful Soapstone Serving Slabs add a unique and rustic touch to your tabletop. Each Slab is handmade 
in Colorado and completely one of a kind - no two are exactly the same. Included are four feet attached to the 
bottom for easy handling and are available in four different sizes: small - 8x6x2.5, medium - 15x8x2.5, large - 
16x12x2.5, extra large - 20x15x2.5.

A
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CONDIMENT TRIO W/
TRADITIONAL BOWLS
Product #52

$22.50

A. CONDIMENT TRIO W/
SLANT BOWLS
Product #105

$22.50

CONDIMENT TRIO WITH SLANT BOWLS
Little things make big things happen. These soapstone bowls perfectly complement this Cedar Wood 
Condiment Trio. Use them to serve up cool condiments for a BBQ or hold warm dips for an evening cocktail 
party. The trio is available with 3 Traditional or 3 Slant bowls from our Tiny Bowl Series.

SLANT

A. WOODEN CONDIMENT TRIO W/SLANT BOWLS

TRADITIONAL

ACACIA CHIP/DIP PLATTER 
(CIRCLE) W/ SOAPSTONE 
TRADITIONAL BOWL
Product #66A

$45.00

ACACIA CHIP/DIP PLATTER 
(ELLIPSE) W/ SOAPSTONE 
RAMEKIN BOWL
Product #89A

$45.00

ACACIA CHIP/DIP PLATTER 
(ELLIPSE) W/ SOAPSTONE 
TRADITIONAL BOWL
Product #66B

$45.00

ACACIA CHIP/DIP PLATTER 
(TRIANGLE) W/ SOAPSTONE 
RAMEKIN BOWL
Product #89B

$45.00

ACACIA CHIP/DIP PLATTER 
(TRIANGLE) W/ SOAPSTONE 
TRADITIONAL BOWL
Product #66C

$45.00

A. ACACIA CHIP/DIP PLATTER 
(CIRCLE) W/ SOAPSTONE 
RAMEKIN BOWL
Product #89

$45.00

ACACIA CHIP/DIP PLATTER WITH SOAPSTONE BOWL
Whether you’re serving up pita chips and hummus for a Sunday afternoon game or snacking on tortilla chips 
and salsa before a taco dinner, our Acacia Chip and Dip Platters make for easy and stylish presentation. 
Available in three different shaped platters, Circle, Ellipse or Triangle. Choose between a Ramekin or Traditional 
soapstone bowl to hold your chip’s pairings.

A

PICK YOUR SHAPE
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A. SLATE CHEESE BOARD (10x14)
Product #55

$15.00

SLATE CHEESE MARKERS (S/3)
GIOVANNI
Product #109A

$5.00

SLATE CHEESE MARKERS (S/3)
JOHANNES
Product #110A

$5.00

SLATE CHEESE MARKERS (S/3)
REMBRANDT
Product #111A

$5.00

SLATE CHEESE MARKERS (S/3)
MIX
Product #82

$5.00

SLATE CHEESE BOARD SET
Product #108

$20.00

SLATE CHEESE BOARD
Serve your favorite cheeses or hors d’oeuvres with 
this rustic 10x14 Slate Cheese Board.  The dark grey 
color provides a backdrop for identifying what you’re 
serving. Made and designed in the US, the included 
soapstone chalk wipes off easily with a damp cloth 
and can be reused for every event. These food safe 
products are the perfect way to present cheeses and 
their bite sized pairings at your next event.ent. 

SLATE CHEESE MARKERS
Your party guests no longer have to guess to identify 
cheeses again with this set of three reusable cheese 
markers. Made of slate, each cheese marker can be 
wiped with a wet cloth and reused for all of your 
gatherings. With a stylish design, these make the 
perfect hostess gift and must-have for any cheese 
enthusiast. Available in two different styles; Giovanni, 
Johannes, Rembrandt or mixed, set of 3.

A

UNITED STATES SLATE CHEESE BOARDS
Now you can show off your state pride with a custom State Shaped Cheese Board in the shape of your favorite 
state. Made of 100% slate, these cheese boards can be used to serve cheese, hors d’oeuvres and other small 
appetizers. Complete with soapstone chalk, these cheese boards make identifying each bite easy while it’s 
custom shape makes this piece stand out from the rest. Our cheese boards are simple to clean and can be 
reused for all of your gatherings. Available in all 50 states as well as Puerto Rico, Mexico, Canada and USA. To 
see your state shape, visit www.sparqhomes.com/slateshapes $15 each.

SLATE CHEESE
BOARD SET
Also available in a perfect gift 
set for any cheese connoisseur 
or party host is the Slate Cheese 
Board sold with the Mixed Set of 3 
slate cheese markers. These food 
safe products are the perfect way 
to present cheeses and their bite 
sized pairings at your next event.

REMBRANDT GIOVANNI JOHANNES
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A. PIERRE VASE
Product #60

$7.50

B. YUMA BOWL
Product #80A

$12.50

C. SOAPSTONE TEA LIGHT 
HOLDERS
Product #84B

$12.50

CHEYENNE BOWL
Product #80B

$12.50

PIERRE VASE
Our Pierre Vase adds a delicate touch to any room. The 
natural gray color of the soapstone does well to spotlight 
the vibrant or subtle colors of the bouquets it holds. 

WALL NOTES
Reminders, memos, or just a quote you love. Our Slate 
Wall Notes are a fun way to display your message. 
Complete with soapstone chalk and jute string, these 
are available in a variety of shapes & sizes. To see a 
complete list of shapes, visit www.sparqhome.com/
slateshapes

TEA LIGHT HOLDERS
Add some light to your room with our set of three Tea 
Light Holders. Made of recycled soapstone, these tea 
light holders give a modern, sleek touch to any room.

YUMA & CHEYENNE BOWL
The Yuma & Cheyenne wooden bowls come in 5 
pieces that slide together to make one modern 
designed serving dish. Easy to dissemble and store as 
well as travel with. This convenient home décor piece 
can also double as a serving bowl while camping, 
picnicking or attending a dinner party with friends.

HOME DECOR.
Spruce up your nest

A

A

B

C B. PHOTO BLOCKS (H/1)
Product #76

$5.50

SLATE GARDEN MARKERS (S/3)
Product #115A

$5.00

A. PHOTO BLOCKS (H/2)
Product #77

$7.00

SLATE GARDEN MARKERS (S/6)
Product #115B

$7.50

SLATE GARDEN MARKERS
Add a little rustic charm to your garden with our set 
Slate Garden Markers. These will help keep your plants, 
flowers and seeds organized and easily identifiable. 
The soapstone chalk wipes clean to reuse each season. 
Available in a set of 3 or 6.

PHOTO BLOCKS
Display your favorite photos or business cards in 
the office or recipe in the kitchen with our gorgeous 
Soapstone Photo Blocks. Made with black noir 
soapstone (from a quarry that is exclusive to Sparq 
Home) these blocks come in two sizes: small and large.

B
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DISPLAY.
Let us help you sell. Free displays 
available with the purchase of
case packs.


